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Why roll the dice when you can stack the deck?

Owner EPC Panel
What are your company’s successes and failures with AWP & WFP implementation?
Tell us in 60 seconds or less what AWP & WFP is? Have you embraced both?
Has AWP replaced any of your business processes or have you integrated it with your current practice?
Has adoption of AWP as an official CII Best Practice influenced your approach / altered your perception of AWP?
We now have evidence that AWP works. What are the challenges to gain widespread adoption?
Early Contractor Engagement?
Does early feasibility planning, as required by AWP, limit the contractors’ flexibility in the future?
How do you determine a construction or engineering contractor is competent in AWP & WFP? (Certification?)
Give us your input regarding AWP & WFP champions? What organization do they reside in?
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